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From:
To:

Asociación de Arte Útil Saturday, March 2, 2013 3:03 AM

"Arte Útil Lab" <no-reply@wufoo.com>
saopaulolanchonete@gmail.com

Thank you for submitting to the Asociación de Arte Útil. We have received your materials and will contact
you upon review. 

Asociación de Arte Útil
Name * Todd  Lester

Address * 566 Gates Avenue #3A 
Brooklyn, New York 11221 
United States

Phone Number + 917 952 4933

Email * saopaulolanchonete@gmail.com

Title of Project * Lanchonete

Location * Sao Paulo + Global

Description *

Lanchonete is a five-year journey into community, one that culminates in and around a typical lanchonete in the
center of São Paulo, Brazil. By delving deep into a site-specific interpretation of globalization, such as
Brazilianification, a term that describes the disappearing middle class and widening gulf between upper and
lower classes, Lanchonete asks the universal question ‘How do we live with money?’

“The essential function of utopia,” says Ernst Bloch to Theodor Adorno, “is a critique of what is present.”

Business as Trojan horse, Lanchonete learns from, plays with, and rigorously interrogates the utopic template of
artist residency.

Category * Politics
Economics
Social
Urban Development

Users * Citizens of Centro Sao Paulo, artists, activists, culture workers

Produced / Maintained by * Todd Lester, Isabel Gandia and a growing cohort of participating
artists

Duration * 5 years

http://us.mc1219.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=saopaulolanchonete@gmail.com
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Goals * * Artist Residency as Social Sculpture;
* Time and site specific residency in a neighborhood of Sao Paulo
that is undergoing aggressive speculation and precipitous
gentrification;
* Living and working in solidarity with local citizens;
* Linking citizens to their neighborhood in new ways;
* Artistic witnessing locally, while broadcasting globally
* Externalizing the rigor and detail (of the bureaucratic process
required to start a business in Brazil as an outsider) as an example
of the prep work required to add value to a struggle as an outsider.

Beneficial Outcomes *

* 15 international events during the same time as the bureaucratic phase (approximately 2 years) shedding light
on the community issues of a neighborhood in Sao Paulo; highlights the universality of their situation in
Amsterdam, NYC, Dhaka, Derry/Londonderry, the Hague, Beijing, Tokyo, etc.
* 30 international artists, etc visit Centro Sao Paulo during residency phase (approximately 2 years) for at least 4
month stays each.
* Local artists, activists, culture workers and concerned citizens are consulted on the design of the project and
guided into interaction with the visiting artists, activists, culture workers and concerned professionals
(architects, technologists, scientists, etc).
* An intuitive, organic network emerges through unlikely exposure and resulting consensus; it does what it
needs to do.
* Lanchonete (the residency initiative) acts as catalyst; an outsider that sees the neighborhood with fresh eyes,
while understanding its limitations.

Impact * A + B + C = D (impact)

A: 15 international events that turn peoples' attention to the host
neighborhood for Lanchonete over a two year period

B: 30+ international artists live in the Centro for at least four
months each

C: New information and solidarity configurations are formed from
local to global, citizen to concerned visitor, activist to artist, and so
forth

D: Whatever happens that would not have otherwise happened...
Sunshine is shed on the opaqueness of housing market 'capital';
agency is gained; new friends are made (as examples)

Project Link http://www.lanchonete.org

Project Link http://www.residencyunlimited.org/category/lanchonete/

Project Link http://saturdaylunch.tumblr.com/

Project Link http://www.leandroviana.com/lanchonete/

Project Link http://unstitute.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/lanchonete_plan.pdf

Project Link http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/calendar/event/5902
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Attach a File tlester_lanchonete_sarai_reader.doc
42.00 KB · DOC

Attach a File
lanchonete_in_dhaka.jpg
50.92 KB · JPG

https://qma.wufoo.com/cabinet/r7p6p1/IrFJOlV6NaY%3D/tlester_lanchonete_sarai_reader.doc
https://qma.wufoo.com/cabinet/r7p6p1/IrFJOlV6NaY%3D/lanchonete_in_dhaka.jpg

